Get It  ➔ Preview—What’s here?

ILS 1B: I can set a purpose and preview a passage.

Establish a purpose for reading
   My Purpose is to determine:
      ___ what is happening—who/what/when/where
      ___ important information to explain this topic
      ___________________________________________________________

Skim a text to identify patterns and kinds of content

   How is it organized?  Scan the text—look for the following and note what you find.
      ___ headings that identify main topics
      ___ graphics that show ____________________________________________
      ___     __________________________________________________________

   What kind of text is this?  ___ non-fiction  ___fiction

What’s the topic or sub-topic?
   Skim the first paragraph—it should preview the topic.
   What’s this text about?
   ___________________________________________________________

   Check the rest of the page.  Skim the text:

   List words that confirm your prediction about the topic.